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DICOM Correction Proposal 

STATUS Assigned 

Date of Last Update 2020/04/02 

Person Assigned Kevin O’Donnell 

Submitter Name Kevin O’Donnell 

Submission Date 2019/05/01 

 

Correction Number CP-1951 

Log Summary:  Add ultrasound Probe ID 

Name of Standard 
2019x 

Rationale for Correction: 
Sites would like to be able to identify the specific instance of a probe used for imaging in a given study to 
support QA activities and infection control processes.  
An accessory sequence is added to the General Series Module to support capturing the serial number or 
UDI of the probe used.  An implication is that switching probes during an exam may either result in a new 
series, or a single series with multiple probes listed in the accessory sequence. 
The Device Identification Macro includes both Device Serial Number and the UDI Macro. 
How the cart obtains the serial number, is not defined. It could be via an electronic handshake with the 
probe as they often do to determine the probe type, or via manual entry or configuration. 
 
Context/Background: 
In the case of TEE (transesophageal echo), usually after each exam, the probe (which has a roughly 5-7 
year lifetime) is sterilized and packaged by the biomed group or by the sonographer and put in a “clean 
rack”. Sometimes a Technician prepares probes for an imaging procedure in a similar way to preparing 
surgical instruments for a surgical procedure. 
Since there is no way to mandate that the PACS index the Probe ID to support queries based on probe ID, 
use cases such as tracing potential infections might involve starting with a known infected patient, retrieving 
the exam for that patient, inspecting the Probe ID, then retrieving all ultrasound exams in a time period 
before or after and inspecting the Probe ID of those looking for a match.  The search might be narrowed by, 
for example, looking for transesophageal exams. 
Alternatively, an infection control server or QA server could methodically retrieve all exams each day and 
maintain an index of Probe ID and other associated metadata. 
 

Correction Wording: 
<include proposed change below, following guidelines for formatting of changes in supplements> 
 

Add the Device Identification Macro to the General Series Module 

C.7.3.1 General Series Module 

Table C.7-5a specifies the Attributes that identify and describe general information about the Series within a Study. 

Table C.7-5a. General Series Module Attributes 
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Attribute Name Tag Type Attribute Description 
… 

Series Description (0008,103E) 3 Description of the Series 

Series Description Code Sequence (0008,103F) 3 A coded description of the Series. 

Only a single Item is permitted in this Sequence. 

>Include Table 8.8-1 “Code Sequence Macro Attributes” No Baseline CID is defined. 

Operators' Name (0008,1070) 3 Name(s) of the operator(s) supporting the Series. 

Operator Identification Sequence (0008,1072) 3 Identification of the operator(s) supporting the Series. 

One or more Items are permitted in this Sequence. If more 
than one Item, the number and order shall correspond to the 
value of Operators' Name (0008,1070), if present. 

>Include Table 10-1 “Person Identification Macro Attributes 
Description” 

 

Acquisition Accessory Sequence (xxxx,yyyy)  Devices such as ultrasound probes or MR coils 
used in the acquisition of this series. 

>Include Table 10.36-1. “Device Identification Macro” <No baseline CID is defined for the mandatory 
Device Type Code Sequence> 

    

Referenced Performed Procedure Step 
Sequence 

(0008,1111) 3 Uniquely identifies the Performed Procedure Step SOP 
Instance to which the Series is related. 

Only a single Item is permitted in this Sequence. 

>Include Table 10-11 “SOP Instance Reference Macro Attributes”  

… 
 

Add the following row to PS3.6, Section 6 

(xxxx,yyyy) Acquisition Accessory 
Sequence 

AcquisitionAccessorySequence SQ 1 

 

 

 

 

Alternate mechanisms: (delete before ballot) 
CR Image Module:  

Plate ID (0018,1004) The ID or serial number of the sensing plate upon which the image was acquired 
Multi-Energy CT:  

X-Ray Source ID (0018,9367) Identifier of the physical X-Ray source. This might be the serial number. 
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VL Photographic Image: 
Lens Serial Number (0016,0051) The serial number of the lens that was used. 

RT 
Accessory Sequences all over 
 US Image Module 
Transducer Data (0018,5010) Manufacturer defined code or description of ultrasound transducer used. 
(VR=LO, VM=1-n) 
Transducer Type (0018,6031) code strings 
Transducer Application Code Sequence (0018,980F) The primary clinical application of the transducer. * 
Similar to Type but with codes. 

SOP Common: 
Contributing Equipment Sequence (0018,A001) Sequence of Items containing descriptive Attributes of 
related equipment that has contributed to the acquisition, creation or modification of the Composite 
Instance. One or more Items are permitted in this Sequence. 

 Would need to provide a Purpose of Reference Code, Manufacturer, then optionally Model and/or 
Serial 

 But this was intended for a device using the output instances of another device as input 
instances, not for components of the acquiring device 

Table C.17-3b identifies “observer” devices 
Table 10.29-1 – allows multiple UDIs with a descriptor but is supposed to be for the plate and the reader, 
not for components 
 

 


